MEMORANDUM

TO: School Committee

FROM: Dr. Zielinski

DATE: February 26, 2018

RE: Appointments, Resignations, Retirements, etc.

Resignation:
Kelly Haigh-Ruggiero 0.4 MS Nurse  Effective 1/25/18
Jerome Kennedy  HS Basketball Coach  Effective 1/15/18
Melissa Belsito  HS Team Chair  Effective March 2, 2018
Mr. Gemeniano Nunes  HS Foreign Language  Dismissed 1/29/18

New Hires:
Erin Brady  MS LTS Teacher Assistant for Shana Goldstein  Effective 1/23/18
Greg Nahas  MS LTS Teacher Assistant for Sarah McNulty  Effective 1/23/18
Mary Perry  HS LTS TEAM Chair  Effective 2/26/18
Stefanie Bello  HS Foreign Language Teacher for Mr. Nunes  Effective 2/26/18
Meg Murphy  HS LTS Math Teacher for Mr. Kummer  Effective 12/1/17

Retirement:
William Kummer, HS Math  Effective 6/30/18
Jamie Osborne, MS English  Effective 6/30/19 (end of 2018/2019 school year)

Appointments:
Sean Skenyon  HS SAT English Prep
Andrew Grover  HS SAT Math Prep